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Problem. (4.2.12) (FYI: This is not just a solution for this problem, but also explains and claries the



vector space criteria on page 189, making it an lengthy solution.) Let



V



⊕ by u ⊕ v = u · v where · is the multiplication J usualJ 5 ⊕ 6 = 5 · 6 = 30 . Now for any real number c, dene c v by c v = v c . For √ J J J 1 1 1 0 −1 3 = 3 2 = 3 and −1 2 = 2 = 2 . Also note that 0 4 = 4 = 1. Prove that V is a vector 2 be the set of all positive real numbers; dene



of numbers. For example, example, space.



JV



Proof. First of all,



V



is also closed under



is closed under



⊕ because a product of any two positive numbers is again positive.



because if we raise a positive number to any power, the result is always a positive



1, and negative exponents also have f (x) = ex is always above the x − axis.



number. As in the example above, even the zero exponent gives out problem. Remember the graph of a typical exponential function We have to show that (1)



u⊕v =v⊕u



V



for all



no



satises properties (1)-(8) listed in page 189.



u, v in V . (This is also called commutative property.) ⊕ and expand both left and right hands sides and compare



We just apply denition of



them.



u⊕v =u·v v⊕u=v·u The ordinary number multiplication is commutative unlike the matrix multiplication. Therefore,



v · u.



For example,



(2)



u·v =



3 · 2 = 2 · 3 = 6.



u ⊕ (v ⊕ w) = (u ⊕ v) ⊕ w



for all



u, v, w



in



V.



(This is also called associativity.)



u ⊕ (v ⊕ w) = u · (v · w) (u ⊕ v) ⊕ w = (u · v) · w Now since the ordinary multiplication is associative, these are equal. That is, example,



(3) There exist a zero element , called



u · (v · w) = (u · v) · w.



For



(1 · 3) · 4 = 1 · (3 · 4) = 12.



⊕-identity



O,



in



V



u⊕O = O⊕u = u



such that



. Often times, the zero element is



⊕.



element because this element does not do anything with respect to



This may sound abstract, but what it is essentially asking you to do is to solve the following equation:



Solve for



O.



u ⊕ O = u · O =u O ⊕ u = O · u =u So to solve this is to simply divide both sides by Otherwise, we can not solve for



u.



Note that this is why



u



being positive is important!



O!: u·O =u O=1



Thus, the zero element for In fact, since



⊕



V



is the number



1.



You can quickly verify that



O=1



also satises



O · u = u.



is commutative, you can solve for either equations to reach the same conclusion.



(4) For each



u



in



V,



there exists an element in



V



I will strongly refuse to use the book's notation



such that the element undoes



−u



⊕.



because this just looks like taking a negative of a



⊕



is



an actual addition, the element is called additive inverse and it is indeed the negative of a number, and if



number. However, this is NOT what they mean! What they really mean is  ⊕-inverse. For example, if



⊕



is a multiplication, then the element is called multiplicative inverse, etc.



1



2 This part again may sound abstract, but all you have to do is to just solve the following equation. I will denote the inverse element by



I. Solve for



I.



u ⊕ I = u · I =O = 1 (O=1



found from part (3).)



I ⊕ u = I · u =O = 1 Since



⊕



is commutative, you can solve either one of the equations to reach the same conclusion. Now we



1 u . Again, it is okay to divide both sides 1 by u because u is never zero. Therefore, the inverse element for each u in V is its reciprocal u . Lastly, if u 1 is positive, so is u . Thus, the inverse element is in V . simply solve for



(5)



I



from the one of the equations:



J J J c (u ⊕ v) = (c u) ⊕ (c v)



where



u, v



u·I = 1 ⇒ I =



are in



V



and



c



is any real number.



For (5)-(8), it's just asking you to expand both left and right hand sides using the denition and compare.



K c (u ⊕ v) = (u · v)c = uc · v c K K (c u) ⊕ (c v) = uc · v c . So yes, (5) is true. (6)



(c+d)



J J J u = (c u) ⊕ (d v)where u, v



are in



V



and



c, d



are any real numbers.



K (c+d) u = uc+d = uc · ud K K (c u) ⊕ (d v) = uc · v d . So yes, (6) is true. (7)



J J J c (d u) = (cd u)



where



u c



is in



V



and



c



is any real number.



K K (d u) = (ud )c = udc = ucd K (cd u) = ucd .



So yes, (7) is true. (8)



J 1 u=u



where



u



is in



V. 1



So yes, (8) is true. Remark. Feel free to report any typo.



K u = u1 = u. 
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Problem. (4.2.12) (FYI: This is not just a solution for this ...






Remember the graph of a typical exponential function f(x) = ex is always above the x âˆ’ axis. We have to show that V satisfies properties (1)-(8) listed in page 189. 
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